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NOTE ON "THE LOGICALLY SIMPLEST
FORM OF THE INFINITY AXIOM"
FRANCO PARLAMENTO AND ALBERTO POLICRITI
(Communicated

by Andreas R. Blass)

In [1] it has been proved that if two sets a and b satisfy the following
formula cp:

a^bAa^bAbfiaA
(Vx G a)Çiu G x)(u Gb)A (Vx 6 b)(Vu G x)(u G a) A (Vx G a)(x <£b)A
(Vx,y G a)(Vz ,w G b)(z GxAxGwAwGy^z

Gy)A

(Vx,y G 6)(Vz ,w G a)(z GxAxGwAwGy-^zGy),

then either co ç a and co ç b, or co' ç b and co" ç a, where co' = {/ : n g
«}. oj" = {gn: n G co}, fo = 0, g„ ={/0, ... ,/„},and
fn+x ={g0>... ,gn}.
Since cp is satisfied by co and co" , cp is an example of a restricted purely
universal formula which is satisfiable but not finitely satisfiable.
On the other hand, the conditions

(a) a + b,
(b) (Vx G a)(x <£b),
(c) (Vx,y G a)(Vz ,w G b)(z GxAxGwAwGy-yzGy),
(d) (Vx, y G b)(Vz ,w G a)(z g x Ax gw aw G y ^y z Gy),
are implied, assuming the axiom of foundation, by the following formula y/ :

a¿0Ab¿0Aa£bAb£aA
(Vx G a)(V« G x)(u Gb)A (Vx G b)(Vu G x)(u G a)A

(Vx ea)(Vy € b)(x g y Vy ex).
Therefore the formula (3a,b)y/(a,b)
also provides a formulation of the
infinity axiom. Note, however, that the two formulae are not satisfied by the
same pairs of objects; for example, the pair {co'} U co', {co"} U co" satisfies cp
but certainly does not satisfy y/, since neither co' G co" nor co" G co' holds,
and the last conjunct in y/ is not satisfied.
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